Facial Protection to Prevent Facial Trauma and Allow for Optimal Protection after Facial Fracture Repair
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Abstract

Facial skeletal fractures continue to affect humankind, and many methods to alleviate and prevent the injuries outright have been sought after. Prevention is desired, but the implementation and general compliance may contribute to missed opportunities to decrease the burden of facial skeletal trauma. In this article, we explore the preventative as well as postoperative options for the protection of the facial skeleton.
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Preventative Options

Maxillofacial trauma confers long-term physical and psychosocial sequelae and represents a substantial economic burden on the health care system.6–10 Consequently, the utilization of protective measures is of paramount importance, particularly when individuals may be subject to high socioeconomic or occupational risk or MVC, participate in competitive contact sports, or routinely participate in combat.
Socioeconomic interventions into patients such as counseling. Integration of counseling as well as other demonstrated receptivity toward programs reducing violation and prevention may be possible. These patients have risk of recurrent and severe maxillofacial injuries, interventions of traumatic CMF injury and the associated morbidity. Plans should, therefore, be prioritized to mitigate future risk maxillofacial injury.

Alcohol and illicit recreational drug use with the severity of injuries. Additionally, studies have shown a correlation of risk of assault or interpersonal violence, leading to recurrent polysubstance abuse. Substance abuse leads to an increased susceptibility to CMF injury in illicit substance users when compared with trauma patients with negative substance use history. Therefore, facial trauma also has been termed a recurrent disease for patients with a history of polysubstance abuse. Substance abuse leads to an increased risk of assault or interpersonal violence, leading to recurrent injuries. Additionally, studies have shown a correlation of alcohol and illicit recreational drug use with the severity of maxillofacial injury. Although these patients are at high risk of recurrent and severe maxillofacial injuries, intervention and prevention may be possible. These patients have demonstrated receptivity toward programs reducing violence and stress, suggesting a role for psychosocial strategies such as counseling. Integration of counseling as well as other socioeconomic interventions into patients’ global treatment plans should, therefore, be prioritized to mitigate future risk of traumatic CMF injury and the associated morbidity.

Occupational Risk

Occupational trauma has been well documented as a common etiology for CMF trauma and directly related to varying vocations with higher risk exposure, such as farm and forest workers, construction workers, and manufacturing workers. Although the data regarding occupational CMF injury are limited, work-related injury has been identified as a substantial cause of decreased productivity and increased disability annuity. Data regarding the specific anatomical subunit within the CMF skeleton vary. However, head injuries have demonstrated the highest morbidity with an associated increase in disability claims.

The majority of occupational CMF injuries, secondary to impact-related head injuries, are particularly common within the construction industry. Additional mechanisms including falls and machinery-related injuries are also reported within the occupation in the literature. Therefore, it is understandable that the utilization of a protective helmet, or hard-hat, in addition to personal protective equipment for the eyes and face, is required by the United States Department of Labor and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). However, the reported morbidity of head injuries, in conjunction with the high rate of midface and skull base fractures as high as 80% in some studies, suggest that current protective equipment is inadequate. Certain occupations, primarily those involving construction and machinery, should therefore consider employing even more stringent safety regulations to mitigate the potential risk of injury to workers, loss of productivity, and the accompanying economic burden of disability. Additionally, consideration should be given to the modification of current conventional industrial helmets to include face shields with midface coverage given the reported high incidence of CMF trauma. However, to further understand the causes, severity, and temporal distribution of CMF injuries, further studies stratifying the demographics, level of training and experience, mechanism of trauma, and protective equipment utilized need to be conducted.

In the CMF region, orbital trauma also represents a significant proportion of occupational injury and therefore requires a special consideration. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), approximately 2,000 individuals in the United States experience an occupational eye injury every day. Eye injuries represent up to 12% of work-related disability claims among carpenters and 11% of all injuries among construction workers. Welders have demonstrated a particular propensity for orbital trauma, with one study indicating that 21% of all eye injury claims were reported in this profession and are associated with a fourfold increased risk in ocular injury compared with other comparable occupations. Similar to construction CMF trauma literature, there is a paucity of data relating to the specific circumstances or mechanism of welding-related eye injuries. However, the welding process itself exposes individuals to sources of mechanical, thermal, radiant, and chemical energy, all of which carry the potential for injury.

In addition to welding, occupations with exposure to powered tools including carpentry, mechanics, and construction carry similar risks for orbital trauma secondary to particulate matter. Considering the prevention and protection of orbital

Social Factors and Substance Use

While describing the preventative options of facial trauma, it is important to also consider the factors contributing to the situation when the facial trauma occurred. Substance use is a well-known cause for increased risk of trauma, specifically within the head and neck region. Goulart et al demonstrated an increased susceptibility to CMF injury in illicit substance users when compared with trauma patients with negative substance use history. Therefore, facial trauma also has been termed a recurrent disease for patients with a history of polysubstance abuse. Substance abuse leads to an increased risk of assault or interpersonal violence, leading to recurrent injuries. Additionally, studies have shown a correlation of alcohol and illicit recreational drug use with the severity of maxillofacial injury. Although these patients are at high risk of recurrent and severe maxillofacial injuries, intervention and prevention may be possible. These patients have demonstrated receptivity toward programs reducing violence and stress, suggesting a role for psychosocial strategies such as counseling. Integration of counseling as well as other socioeconomic interventions into patients’ global treatment plans should, therefore, be prioritized to mitigate future risk of traumatic CMF injury and the associated morbidity.

Occupational Risk

Occupational trauma has been well documented as a common etiology for CMF trauma and directly related to varying vocations with higher risk exposure, such as farm and forest workers, construction workers, and manufacturing workers. Although the data regarding occupational CMF injury are limited, work-related injury has been identified as a substantial cause of decreased productivity and increased

Table 1 Facial buttresses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical buttress</th>
<th>Transverse buttress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zygomaticomaxillary, nasomaxillary, posterior mandibular, pterygomaxillary, nasoethmoidal</td>
<td>Upper transverse facial (includes orbital roof), middle transverse facial (includes orbital floor), lower transverse facial (includes the palate), upper transverse mandibular and lower transverse mandibular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 (A,B) Outline of the facial buttresses (Reproduced with permission of Wang L, Lee TS, Wang W et al. Surgical management of panfacial fractures. Facial Plast Surg 2019;35(6):565–577.)
trauma, the majority of injuries may be prevented if appropriate eye protection is employed, as studies have shown that despite workplace availability, approximately half of occupational-related eye injuries occur due to noncompliance with protective eyewear. Prevention strategies may include well documented and distributed eye safety policy, protective eyewear, vision screenings, and frequent spot-checks to ensure policy compliance and use of appropriate workplace precautions. A detailed review of occupational protocols is beyond the scope of this article. Interested readers are directed to relevant references for further details.

**Motor Vehicle Collisions: The Utility of Restraining Devices**

Motor vehicle accidents represent one of the leading causes of facial trauma. Due to the significant morbidity associated with this mechanism of injury, much research and development have been achieved by the industry as well as the government departments. One of the most critical developments in safety devices includes the airbags and restraint devices. These devices have been developed to mitigate the risk of life-altering injury and are responsible for countless lives saved. Seatbelts, in particular, have decreased the resultant impact of motor vehicle collisions on the facial skeleton, thus decreasing the incidence of CMF fractures. While airbags use alone has not statistically correlated with a change in the incidence of CMF injuries, utilization of both airbags and seat belts has shown an improvement in the reduction of severe head and chest trauma. Simoni et al. reported that the greatest benefit of these safety devices in the CMF region appeared to be in the prevention of ZMC fractures. However, it is important to stress that incorrect use of airbag may cause resultant injury; potential injury patterns are outlined in Fig. 2A–C.

These data also highlight the importance of utilization of both restraint devices and airbags in mitigating the extent of CMF trauma in the setting of MVC, particularly those with frontal impact accidents. Special consideration should be placed within the pediatric population, as restraint type and quality have a significant bearing on the extent of CMF trauma. Head and neck injuries are most common across all pediatric age groups in the setting of MVC. The distinct anatomical features of the pediatric craniofacial skeleton result in distinct injury patterns within this population and must therefore be appropriately accounted for. Improperly restrained or unrestrained pediatric occupants are subject to more severe injuries in contradistinction to their properly restrained counterparts. With this in mind, physicians are encouraged to familiarize themselves with the recommendations for appropriate, age-specific, utilization of restraint mechanisms to properly educate guardians as well as facilitate identification of pediatric CMF trauma in the acute settings.

**Sports-Related Injuries and Personal Protective Equipment**

Sports-related maxillofacial injuries result in considerable morbidity and may necessitate surgical intervention leading to extended hospital stays and decreased quality of life. With this in mind, primary prevention of such injuries is essential, particularly in high-risk contact sports. However, there is currently a lack of high level of evidence evaluating the efficacy of protective strategies aimed at mitigating sports-specific facial trauma.

**Mouth Guard (Orofacial Protective Devices)**

Mouth guards or protective oral appliances are meant to protect from dentoalveolar injury through dissipation of forces between the upper and lower dentition and act as shock absorbers, thus preventing soft tissue trauma as well. The following three main types of appliances have been described within the literature: custom fabricated guards created by dental professionals utilizing patient-specific models, form-fitted “boil-and-bite” guards, and stock guards (meant to be worn immediately without specification).

The American Dental Association recommends utilization of mouth guards in any sport posing risk significant injury to the facial skeleton. Despite these recommendations, mandatory mouth guard policies are not routinely enforced, particularly within the amateur level. Studies evaluating the utilization of such protective equipment are limited. However, one such study evaluating the use of mandated mouth guards by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) in ice hockey indicated that only 63% of participating athletes complied with this measure. Studies examining the efficacy of mouth guard
use have shown a substantial reduction in the risk of dental injuries, varying from 43 to 89%. 51–54 Despite their proven efficacy, individuals continue to disregard the use of oral protective appliances citing lack of concern for injury, difficulty with breathing and speech, and general discomfort. Customized mouth guards may provide relief from the majority of these complaints and have shown to provide improved protection when compared with standard devices. 55,56 For example, custom-fitted tri-laminate polyvinyl acetate polyethylene mouth guards were associated with 46% reduction in risk of orofacial injuries when compared with nonspecific appliances. 57 Thus, physicians should advocate for and educate patients on the use of oral protective appliances, particularly if participating in high-risk activities.

**Face Guards/Helmet/Headgear**

The protective capacity of helmets, headgear, and face guards in reducing the risk to the craniofacial skeleton has been demonstrated in multiple sports activities. 58–61 Several governing organizations oversee testing and standardization of this equipment. In the United States, the National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) has mandated, for example, that all football helmets be equipped with face guards. 62 Furthermore, sports involving projectiles (i.e., baseball, softball, lacrosse) have standards for face guard implementation in helmet design. 63–65

Helmet and face guards have been effective in facial injury risk reduction by 28 to 69%. 63,64,66 They have shown particular utility in reducing ocular injuries. 67,68 The utilization of headgear in combat sports has shown a significant reduction in soft tissue lacerations. However, use of headgear in noncombat sports such as soccer, and even rugby, has been associated with nonsignificant reductions in injuries. 69–71 As the quality of the literature regarding sports-related CMF trauma and the availability of custom-fitted equipment increases, the resistance toward implementation of these safeguards in everyday practice may decrease. Individuals in combat sports and high-contact sports (football, basketball) or those involving projectiles (baseball, lacrosse) should be encouraged to wear protective gear whenever possible, given their proven utility in such cases.

**Postoperative Options**

No review in the literature to date has systematically assessed the efficacy, and no broad consensus is in place on the use of postoperative protective equipment following facial trauma repair. If the patient undergoes closed reduction of CMF trauma, the risk of fracture malalignment is higher. Yet, given the low incidence of closed reduction without internal fixation, there is a lack of high-quality data assessing the benefit of protective equipment use following reduction. Furthermore, as the majority of facial fractures are now repaired with open reduction internal fixation, no additional hardware protection is theoretically necessary. Therefore, many of the frequently utilized facial protection equipment postoperatively are being used based on preventative literature, personal preference, and anecdotal evidence currently.

**Face Masks/Guards**

Face masks and guards following reduction of facial fractures have gained popularity, especially as an increased number of professional athletes are seen in the media with the device (Fig. 3A–D). Farrington et al reviewed that such masks used after facial fracture repair are to prevent reinjury. 49 Custom masks made from polycarbonate blanks over an impression cast of the face can act as a physical guard and can dissipate impact forces to the surrounding tissues and supporting structures. Thus, it is believed that the impact will be lessened and the risk of reinjury decreased after reduction of fracture. 49 However, given the lack of literature, a standardized face mask or guard is not agreed upon. Saraiya reported on the economic use of a window handle taped on the face following closed reduction of isolated zygomatic fractures. 72 Hindin et al reported improved outcomes in the treatment of isolated zygoma fracture with closed reduction followed by transcutaneous external splint application using wires for postoperative protection. 73 However, it is important to note that any protection does not negate the need for proper initial healing and intranasal splinting to prevent hematoma.

**External Fixators**

Use of external fixators in the treatment of CMF trauma has decreased, but, when insufficient bone is available for proper internal fixation, it provides a good alternative. These injuries may include significant comminution secondary to gunshot wounds or blast injuries, as well as in cases of severe infection associated with the trauma. Given the prominence of the rods, some ingenious ideas have been described and are necessary to decrease the chance of fixator getting caught, snags, or bumped, all leading to mobility of the fixation. In the orthopaedic literature, rings are frequently used to both stabilize and protect the rods, and complete wrapping with bandages may be possible. Although padding of the rods and commercially

available cover of the rods are possible, there is yet a customiz-
able commercially available protection for the external fixator.
Thermoplastic materials have been utilized to protect the ends
of external fixator rods, and a report by Marti-Flich et al has
shown an economic custom ex-fix using Kirschner pins, an
endotracheal tube, and dental resin (► Fig. 4).74 These improve-
ments may decrease the chance of mobility of the fixator,
therefore protecting the healing after CMF trauma.

**Splints**
Routine use of external splinting occurs following repair of
nasal bone fractures. The history of use of thermoplastic or
moldable splints is derived from rhinoplasty practice. Taping
of the nasal dorsum and splints has been used to decrease
postoperative edema and stabilize the nasal bones. There are
limited studies, however, assessing the efficacy of such
techniques compared with no splinting. The materials and
techniques for external splinting are numerous, ranging from
polyvinyl siloxane to orthopaedic plates.75,76 Review of the
details of materials and external splinting technique is
beyond the scope of this paper. The senior author (Y. D.)
routinely uses moldable aluminum splints following closed
nasal reduction (► Fig. 5A–D). Additionally, if sepal work is
done, internal support is necessary using Doyle splints.
External nasal splinting does carry the risk of applying excess
pressure of the soft tissue envelope of the nose and therefore
should be avoided should the nasal skin be compromised in
any way. The decision to use thermoplastic splints versus
preformed titanium or other types of splints therefore
depends on surgeon preference.

Occlusal splints for mandible fractures have been largely
employed for pediatric mandible fractures.77 In many cases
of nondisplaced mandible fractures with proper occlusion in
the pediatric population, simple soft diet is enough to facil-
itate rapid bony union of the fracture. With significant
displacement, and in mixed dentition, reestablishing proper
occlusion may be difficult with hand articulation, and post-
operative elastic guidance may be necessary. Therefore,
utilizing an occlusal splint fabricated on stone models allows
precise centric occlusion with the mandible fracture. In
the very young pediatric patient who is unable to follow proper
instruction, splints may be invaluable to provide reduction of
occlusion with temporary maxillomandibular fixation.

**Soft Tissue Support**
Theoretically, soft tissue support following facial fracture
repair, such as after mandible fractures, can help decrease
discomfort and perhaps help with edema. In repair of facial
fractures, often the approach to the craniofacial skeleton
leads to separation of overlying soft tissue from the underly-
ing bone. Efforts should be made to resuspend the soft tissue
to the underlying periosteum where possible after internal
fixation is complete. No literature is available to support the
efficacy of postoperative soft tissue support such as jaw bras
and foam tape. Routine use of these is therefore at the
discretion of the surgeon. However, patients do note
experiencing less edema and general comfort with “protec-
tion” of their newly repaired surgical sites.

**Cranial Vault Protection**
The routine use of helmet protection has been advocated and
indeed is standard practice for patients mobilizing after
crianiectomy in cases where bony flaps are not replaced or

![Fig. 4 Economic external fixator custom fabricated using Kirschner pins, endotracheal tube, and dental resin. (Reproduced with permission of Marti-Flich et al74.)](image-url)

![Fig. 5 (A–D) Moldable aluminum splints following closed nasal reduction.](image-url)
where cranioplasty is not immediately performed. Many complications can occur after cranioplasty, such as infection, increased intracranial pressure, and mucocele. Often, after significant craniofacial trauma, cranioplasty is necessary to reconstruct the deformities incurred along the calvaria. PEEK (polyetheretherketone) implants are frequently used following removal of mesh cranioplasty as long-term custom patient implants. Following definitive cranioplasty, patients do not require postoperative helmet protection. Helmet protection is advocated for cases where part of the calvarium is missing with no rigid barrier for the brain.

**Eye Protection**

There is no consensus on eye protection following orbital surgery. In general, it is important to limit coverage of the eye to allow for a patient’s ongoing assessment of visual changes. Ointment and artificial tears are routine topical treatments postorbital repair. A frost stitch may be necessary to treat conjunctival chemosis and proptosis following severe trauma, as well as to decrease the chances of ectropion. This should be utilized with caution as patients will not be able to note changes in vision in the affected eye and would usually require a clinician to help check the vision and pupillary reflex. Therefore, it should only be considered following exclusion of retrobulbar pathologies. Goggles, face shields, or other eye protection can in theory help prevent reinjury leading to orbital blowout. However, there have been no studies to date assessing the efficacy of postreparation protection. Patients should be counseled on appropriate protective eyewear when engaging in activity that may potentiate ocular injury in general.

**Discussions**

In this article, we discussed the available preventative options for facial protection, and postoperative considerations to optimize the repair. Although the emphasis was on prevention, we also described many options to improve postoperative healing and stabilization. Lastly, we discuss the challenges, new developments, and potential areas of improvements in CMF trauma protection. Currently, many efforts are focused on the prevention of injury, stabilization of the repair, prevention of complications, expedited return to function, and decreasing the chance of reinjury. Although we have discussed potential methods of CMF trauma prevention, it is important to note that compliance as well as dissemination of preventative strategies continue to be a challenge. Widespread information in regard to the available of protective materials, such as the mouth guard, is surprisingly low. Dursun et al noted in their study that close to 80% of people were not aware of the benefits of the mouth guard in athletes. Furthermore, awareness of the protective equipment alone provides no benefit; correct compliance in usage of the protection is important. This idea has been described in particular with athletes, as those who do not wear protective equipment actually have higher recurrence rate of injury compared with compliant athletes. Furthermore, in terms of compliance, fit, bulkiness, and retention were also noted to be important. For these reasons, in terms of mouth guards, custom-fabricated mouth guards are recommended.

There are many new and exciting technologies in development and beginning to become commercially available. Many are modifications from previously discovered methods, and improvements based on changes in facial trauma etiology. One such is equipment developed by necessity from combat. During and after the Afghanistan conflict in 2010, in addition to the helmet, Breeze et al showed the utility of mandible guards, protective goggles, and visors in improving facial protections for the soldiers (Fig. 6A–D). Especially in regard to explosive fragments, the amount of protection given by a combination of mandible guard and visor was superior. Perhaps, given the protection again explosive fragments, these technologies can be adapted to occupational protection, as we described for welders and construction workers.

Also, given that innovation and technologies are produced faster than ever before, there are improvements and amalgamation of protective equipment already in place. One such development includes the expandable helmets. Hovding airbag (Hovding, Malmo, Sweden), described as the “airbag for cyclist,” combines the protection of a bicycle helmet with an impact deployed airbag. It provides circumferential protection of the head and neck region. However, no independent data exist for its safety and efficacy, and like the helmet, there is no specific protection given for the eyes or the maxillofacial structures. On theoretical models and anthropomorphic test dummy experiments, compared with traditional foam helmets, these “expandable helmets” have shown to substantially decreased risks of severe head injury up to 9 m/s.

Lastly, three-dimensional (3D) printing has become widely available and is becoming much more affordable. With innovative strategies utilizing optical scanning of soft tissue, there are more and more customization and applications for 3D printed materials. Therefore, 3D-printed custom protective equipment have become readily available. Although many are for the current pandemic, it is exciting to foresee the potential 3D printing technology may have for customized facial protection in both pre- and postoperative settings.

![Fig. 6](A–D) Mandible guards, protective goggles, visor, and helmet developed by the military. (Reproduced with permission of Breeze et al.)
Conclusions

Facial skeletal trauma continues to be a frequent clinical problem for the CMF surgeons. In addition to a sound understanding of the surgical interventions, preventative as well as postoperative protection allows optimal care for the patients. Further understanding and utilization of prevention and postoperative protection may lead to decreased morbidity and mortality.
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